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Sample Design & Estimation Procedure i

51st Round, )

51.0.1 Introduction. The fifty-first round of NSS (1994-95) was mainly devoted to collection
of data on economic and operational characteristics of small manufacturing and repairing
enterprises (i.e. those in the unorganised sector). In addition, data on consumer expenditure were
also collected from a thin sample of households according to the programme of providing
estimates of consumer expenditure on an annual basis to generate a time series data starting with ;!
the 42nd round ofNSS (1986-87).' i:

i

5.1.0.2 Period of survey. The fifty-flfSt round was of one year's duration starting from 1st July
1994 and ending on 30th J'lne 1995. i

.
51.0.3 Programme of work. The sarn~le was divided equally into sample ~ az:d sample 2 in jI
both the rural and the urban sector. The vIllages and blocks of sample 1 were dIstnbuted over the Ii
four sub-rounds in equal numbers, whereas for sample 2, there was no sub-round restriction. il

.,I.51.0.4 Sub-round periods. The survey periods of the four sub-rounds are given below: ! i

,; --
:;- -l 51.] Samp(eDesign .;

sub- period ..:1 !
round 51.1.0. Gen~ral. As usual, a stratIfied ~o-sta~e il

l1 July -September 1994 samplIng desIgn was adopted. The first ~~ UnIts ;1
2 October -December 1994 were villages (panchayat ward,s in case of Kerola) in 1:,' I

3 January -March 1995 rural. areas and urban blocks In urban areas- Mo.re ii
l4 A ril- June 1995 speGIfically, for the urban sector, the first s~oe UnIts :i
t(fsu's) were the enumeration blocks (EB's) where the l

sampling frame was EC-90, and UFS blocks 'i
o.therwise. ~~e second stage units were households in both rural and urban areas. 'I!

51.2.0 Sample size. The total sample size (i.e., total number of villages and blocks to be .II
surveyed) at all-India level was fixed at 14,072, made up of 8536 villages and 5536 urban blocks. i
The numbers of sample villages and blocks allotted to the different states and u.t:s, as we~ as the 'I
number of villages, blocks, and rural and urban households surveyed, are shown In Table":) IS. .i

-,
"51.3.0 ~llo~ation of sample fsu:s between rural and urban sectors. State/u.t. level total ,1 I

sample SIze (I.e. total number of vIllages and blocks to be surveyed) was allocated between the !\
rural and urban sectors in proportion to population as per 1991 population census with double II
weightage to the urban sector. The total s,\.lnple was equally divided into sample 1 and szmple 2. Ii
for both rural and urban sectors. Ii
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:~51.3.1 Ruralsector .~(~- ~

~:~ '
51.3.1.0 Sampling frame. Lists of villages showing number of OAME's, NDME's a d ~.
as per 1990 Econoillic. Census were used as the sampling frame for the selection of f~' ~MF.,states/~.t.s wh~re .such lists ",:,ere available. In other areas, namely, J & K, Arunachal P s Ifl U}e :

a.~d Nlc?bar dlstnct, population ce~sus frame was used. In the case ?f Arunachal Prad~adesh .
ll:st of v~llages ~s ~er 1991 populatlo? census was used as the sampling frame for selecs.h, ti\e ,
sample nu.cleus vIllages around wh!c~1 clusters were to be formed. For the state of ~on Of
however, lIsts of panchayat wards, giving count of OAME's/NDME's/DME's at pancha erala.,
level as per 1990 Economic Census, were used as the sampling frame for selection of p~ath ward
wards. For Jammu & Ka..~hmir(where 1991 census was not conducted), the sampling.fr~ ayat
the list of 1981 census villages, while for Nicobar Islands, it was the 1991 list of census vi~ Was
that was used. ages

51.3.1.2 Stratification. F?r sample' 1, each ~~strict generally forrn~d .a separate stratu 1
However, for the state of Gujarat, where NSS regIons cut across some dlstnct boundaries p rn. !:

(viz. groups of :al~ks) of each such di~tric~ belonging to. dif~erent NSS re.gions formed se'p~ 'I';~ .strata. If any district (~r part ther~of ly!ng m an ~S re~Ion In c3:S~ of G.ujara.t) had a very small ~;
number of manufacturing enterprises, It was clubbed wIth the nelgnbounng diStrict(S) within th .

same NSS' region. to form a stratum to ensure. a ~inimum allocation of 8 villages at the stratu~ 'i.
level as far possible. For sample 2, each dIstrict as a whole was always taken as a separate ":
s(ratum. !

51.3.1.3 Sub-stratification. For sample 1, the fsu's in a stratum were grouped into 3 sub-strata
where 1990 EC frames were used for sampling. The three sub-strata were as follows: '

a) sub-stratum 1 consisting of fsu's having at least one D!'I1E;

i b) sub-stratum 2 consisting of those of the remaining fsu's which had at least one NDME;,

c) sub-stratum 3 consisting of all the residual fsu's in the stratum having no DME or NDME or
no information about the numbers of DME/NDME/OAME due to incompleteness of the

available EC frame.
For states/u.t's where pop\llation census frame was used for selection of fsu's, though there was
no sub-stratification at the stratum level, all fsu's in a stratum were identified with sub-stratum 3.

For sample 2, there was no sub-stratification at the stratum level.

51.3.1.4 Allocation of sample fsu's among strata and sub-strata. For sample 1, ruralsarnpl(
I size for a .state/sub-strata in proportion to weighted sum of the number of manufactunnj
I enterprises of different types as per 1990 EC '90 with weights as 16,4 &1 respectively for DME

NDME & GAME. A minimum allocation of one sample was ensured at sub-stratum level anI
efforts were made to make the stratum level allocations as multiples of 4 to the extent possible tt
allocate equal number of sampies in each of the four sub-rounds. However, for sample 2, run
sample size for a state/u.t. was allocated to the constituent strata in proportion to their toU
number of manufacturing enterprises (weights being equal for DME, NDME, OAME) a

available from 1990 EC. A minimum alloc-ation of 2 fsu's was given to each district/stratU!
(including those having very insignificant number of manufacturing enterprises).
51.3.1.5 Selection of fsu's for sample 1. State sample fsu's for each state/u.t. were selected i
the form of two independent sub-samples from each stratum x sub-stratum using circuli
systematic sampling with probability proportional to size. The sample fsu's for sample 1 (
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f' entral sample were also selected with probability proportional to size from each stratum x sub-

~F.'s tratum. The size was as follows:
\ the.' '

esh .;rCase I: State/u.t's where 1990 EC frame was used
't~- -I
"'IC i .

f1 Of :Size = number of DMEs/NDMEslOAMEs in the fsu in case of sub-stratum; 1/2/3 ( after
.ala, ~signing '1' to the fsu's of sub-stratum 3 having no GAME or no information about number of
'ard ~nterprises due to incompleteness of the frame).
Yat !
w~ Case II : Other states/u.t's.
ges 1 I

\

~a) Arunachal Pradesh; size = 1 for each fsu. i
,(b) Jammu & Kashmir; size = population in the fsu as per 1981 census. J

: rC) Nicobar district of Andarnan & Nicobar ; size = popula.tion in the fsu as per 1991 census. ,I,

ate ~1.3.1.6 ~election .o.f fsu's fo,: sampl~ 2. ,Sample fsu's from e~ch stratum (district) were I
~ relected wIth probability proportIonal to SIze With replacement. The SIze was as follows: ,Ii

~ ~ase I : States/u.t's where 1990 EC frame was used l

!Size = total number of manufacturing enterprises (i.e. total of GAMEs, NDMEs & DMEs) in the ~I
t fsu (after assigning 'I' to the fsu's having no manufacturing enterprises or no information about :~a ~hem) i

' ,
I
'Case II: Other states/u.t's, 1
t ! !

fhe size ~or different states were the same as described in para 51.3.1.5,. Case ll. i I

Ir51.3.2 Urban sector
I

C'
51.3.2.1 Sampling frame for state samples & sample 1. The list of EBs as per 1990 EC frame
constituted the sampling frame for Class I towns (except for Class I towns of J & K sample).
sThe latest available list of Urban Frame Survey (UFS) blocks were used as the sampling frame
for all other towns (including class I towns of J & K).
{
513.2.2 Sampling frame for sample 2. The list of EBs as per 1990 EC frame was used as the
~ampling frame for all towns (except for J & K, for which UFS blocks were used as the sampling

vame).

\ 1.3.2.3 Stratification adopted for sample 1. Strata were formed within each NSS region by
trouping cities/towns according to the fixed population size classes viz. p<O.5, 0.5<p<1, 1 <p<5,
?<p<IO and p<10 (where p stands for population of the town in 1akhs as per 1991 census). Each
ity with population 10 1akhs or more formed a separate stratum.
t
1

1.3.2.4 Stratillcation adopted for sample 2. Strata were formed within each district by
~uping cities/towns according to the population size classes viz. p<l, l<p<5, 5<p<10 and each
ty with p>10. However, no grouping of towns was done for the states of Ass~ Haryana and
)ndicherry .
j

\
\.3.2.5 Sub-strata for sample 1. For Class I towns (except for J & K), three sub-strata were
rmed within a stratum as follows:
j

\sub-stratum 1 consisting of EBs having at least one DME
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\ (ii) sub-stratum 2 consisting of those of the remaining EBs in the stratum those having at 'I:f::~rl
, one NDME .-; -

\\ (iii) ~ub-strat\lm 3 consisting of all the residual EBs in the strat~m having no DME OR ND~~~~t'
or-no Information about number of DME/NDME/OAME due to Incompleteness of the availaI:lch, j

! EC frame. p-ag~

mlet' ,

51.3.2.6 For other towns (including all towns of J & K), two sub-strata were formed withiecte I

stratum as follows: :riuf

(~~ sub-stratum 1 consis~in~ of all UFS bloc.k~ identified as Indu~trial. ~rea (IA) bl~cks b~~~:
(11) sub-stratum 2 consIsting of the remainIng UFS blocks (Identified as non-mdustrial inuf

blocks) \ich

However. no sub-stratification was done for sam Ie 2. ~~~

51.3.2.7 Allocation of sample blocks among strata/sub-strata for sample 1. Sample size Fct
state samples & sample 1 of central s~mple) for a state/u.t. was allocated to the constituent st
in proportion to 16DME + 4NDME + OAME {i.e. weighted sum of the number of manufactu:
enterprises in the ratio of 16 : 4 : 1) as pcr 1990 EC and in proportion to population for J &
For Class I towns (except for class I towns of J & K), the sample size at the stratum level
allocated to three sub-strata again in proportion to 16DME + 4NDME + OAME (i.e. weig~te/
sum of the numbers of manufacturing enterprises in the ratio 16 : 4 : 1) as per 1990 EC in
respective sub-strata. The allocation at the sub-stratum level was kept at a minimum sample
fsu's (multiple of 4 at stratum level) for each of sample 1 of central sample and sub-samplesL1
2 of state samples. For other towns (including all towns of J & K), the UFS blocks of ~dht
stratum I were completely enumerated (sample 1 central sample and sub-samples 1 & 2 for s~
samples put together) subject to the condition that for each of the three t)rpes of samplesh.ar
sample 1 of central sample and sub-samples 1 & 2 of state sample, a maximum of 50% o?j
stratum allocation of the particular sample type was allocated to sub-stratum 1 and the re~
sub-stratum 2 (a minimum of one sample was ensured for sub-stratum 1 at the tirn!
allocation). For strata of Class I towns and other towns, the size of allocation at stratum F
was kept at multiple of 4. Efforts were made to allocate equal number of sample blocks to r

iof the four sub-rounds at least at the stratum level. ~

51.3.2.8 Allocation of sample blocks among strata for sample 2. Sample size for sarnjis
for a state/u.t. except for J & K was allocated to the constituent strata in proportion to their.
number of manufacturing enterprises. ,For the state of J & K, sample size was allocat~ ~I~j

allocation at stratum level was kept at 2 sample fsu's. There was no sub-roundwlse allocatl p

sample 2. 'e,
51.3.2.9 The allotted numbers of sample first stage units (fsu's) are shown in Table 51S bY,

and sectoT. ..'1
IU]51.3.2.10 Selection of sample blocks for sample 1. Sample blocks were selected from eal ,

the ~ub-st~ata of Class I towns (ex.c.ept for Class I towns of J & K) with probability proport-1
to SIze WIth replacement (wherc SIze was the number of .DME/NDME/OA,ME for su~S~-i
1/2/3. after assigning 'I' to those EBs of sub-stratum 3 havmg no manufactunng enterpnses
information about them). For other towns (including all towns of J & K) the sample blocks
each sub-stratum were selected circular systematically with equal probability. l

51.3 .2.11 Selection of sample blocks for sample 2. Sample blocks were selected
probability proportional to size with replacement (size being the total rlumber of OAME, N,
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;& DME, after assigning 'I' to those fsu's having no manufacturing enterprises) for all the
states/u.t's except J & K, where sample blocks were selected by simple random sampling without

~treplacement.

51.3.3 Hamlet-group/sub-block selection. Large villages/blocks having (i) approximate
Miresent population 1200 or more (600 or more for rural areas of Himachal Pradesh, Sillim and
iblrunch, Rajouri, Udhampur '& Doda districts of J & K) and/or (ii) approximate present number of

non-agricultural enterprises more than 200, were divided into a suitable number (say. D) of
~amlet-groups (h.g)/sub-blocks (s,b.) and then the survey was conducted in two h.g.s/s.b.s to be

in ~elected in the following manner. The h.g./s.b. having maximum number of

manufacturing/repairing enterprises (DAMEs, NDMEs and DMEs combined) was always
;elected and allotted a serial no. '0'. From the remaining h.g.s/s.b.s, one more h.gJs.b. was
!elected at random for survey and allotted a serial no. 'I'. If the same maximum n1nI1ber of

\renanufacturingl repairing enterprises appears in more than one h.g./s.b., the one amoog these
lIhich contains maximum population was allotted serial no. '0'. In case there was nIX even a
lingle manufacturing/repairing enterprise in a large village/block, the h.g./s.b. having maximum
~opulation was selected and allotted serial no. '0' and from the remaining h.g.s/s.b.s. ancxher was

,.(elected at random and allotted serial no. 'I'. When there was no h.g./s.b. formation, the whole
I "\ 0'

~~ Table 51S: Num~r of viUages/blocks allotted and surveyed and number of sample

L households and persons surveyed
ill,
Itrstate/u.t number of number of surveyed
~ villages blocks households persons
)t allotted surveyed allotted surveyed rural ultJan rural ~
1(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ill (8) (9)
uAndhraPradesh 568 567 424 421 2225 1675 9683 7.1.73
uAssam 392 383 96 89 1520 356 8115 16)4
vBihar 824 811 256 250 3140 999 15493 5009
t:aujarat 272 271 280 278 1076 1076 5287 5137
~,Haryana 128 128 80 80 510 316 2839 1.1.72 i

~ataka 304 304 272 272 1196 1086 6055 5043
~ernla *320 320 224 224 1280 896 5788 4167
M,P. 592 590 360 354 2308 1428 11468 7201
~aharnshcra 488 487' 608 527 1940 2104 9165 9780
Orissa 384 384 120 119 1510 476 7230 2113,
i

?lInjab -248 248 216 244 971 864 5060 3837
~jasthan 360 360 216 216 1417 858 7315 4253
rami1Nadu 488 488 512 522 1939 2035 7588 Em5
J.P. 1048 1047 520 515 4089 2055 22423 11131
Vest Benga! 520 518 400 387 2048 1548 9854 6711
"
U '
lorth-eastern 904 821 440 430 3213 1702 15214 7527
forth-western 560 349 392 253 1325 994 6403 4322
buthern 136 135 120 119 535 474 2404 1974

EIndia '8536 8211 5536 5300, 32242 20942 157384 %849 i

~gures denote number of panchayat wards, I
\, ,
~; .:
t~ge/block was treated as bearing h.g./s.b. setial no. '0'. It may be mentioned that the:e was no \
nlet-group formation in the rural areas of Arunachal Pradesh. 1
I, !' I
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51.3.3.1 Number of hamlet-groups (h.g.s) / Chart B
sub.blocks (s.b.s) to be formed was the higher
value of D obtained from the two charts A and j '. B. approximate present no. of hamlet- .

number of non- groupsl
However. for rural areas of H.P., Sikkim, and agricultural enterprises sub-blocks to
Punch, Rajouri, Udhampur and Doda districts of (OAE.s, ND.Es & DEs be fOffi1ed (D)
J&K, the criterion for forming hamlet-groups C?mblned) In the sample
was as follows: for population less than 600, village/block
D= I; for population 600-1199, D=4, for < or = 200 I
population 1200-1499, D=5; for population 201 -400 4
1500-1799, D=6; and so on. 401 -500 5

501 -600 6
51.3.4 Sampling of households (for sch.l.0). and so on
A thin sample of 4 households was selected

Chart A from among the households listed in each
sample village/blocks for canvassing the
household schedule 1.0. In villages/blocks

approximate preseht no. of hamlet- with h.g./s.b. fonT1ation, two households
population of the groupsl were selected from each of the t":"'o selected
sample village/block sub-blocks to hamlct-groups/sub-blocks for this purpose.

be fonT1ed D) If, however, there was.a shortfall in the
< 1200 1 required number of households in a

-;' 1200 -1599 4 particular h.g./s.b., the quota for the other
j; 1600 -1999 5 h.g./s.b. was increased so that a total Qf 4
f 2000 -2399 6 households were selected in all. TheI " 2400 -2799 7 households were first arranged by their

i' and so on means of livelihood and then the required
number of sample households was selected
circular systematically with a random start i

from the village/block/s.b. as the case might be. i

I

I
,

51.4 Estimation Procedure

'"
c: 51.4.1 For both rural and urban areas, each of the two samples -sample 1 and sample 2 -can be
,~ used to provide a valid estimate of any population character. Since the method of formation of

strata for the two samples was different, ~- ~?~.~_i~_e~_~$!!!!!te ~ be f<?!:!¥ed ~t .the s.trat~m
level. There were two sets of estimates at tile stratum level -one Jor sample 1 and the other Jor
-sam-ple 2. The same holds good at the region or state or all-India level. The combined estimate
at the level of region v£ s1~t~ or all India wa~ oQtained b takin a sim Ie average of the two sets
""Of aggregate estl~ Estimates of the ratios 0 t e type Y/x are always 0 taJne at the ast
"'Stageof estimation as Y/x at the region or state or all-India level.

51.4.2 Notations:

:'s = subscript for stratum ::~
t = subscript for sub-stratum 1.
i = subscript for sample village/block (i.e. fsu) :l.
D = total number of hamlet-groups/sIJb-blocks funned in a sample village/block (D = 1,4,5,6 j

etc.) ,1

t
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l Z = total size of a sub-stratum within a stratum (or total size of a stratum when no sub- i
~, ~tratification was there) 111.,j
'i Z = vll1ages/block size used for selection ' I
q n = number of sample villages/blo.cks surveyed including uninhabited and ,; 11
; zero cases (used for tabulation) for a particular sample type/sub-sample. i
~ H = total number of households listed in the selected h.g./s.b. i
~ h = number ?f households surveyed (used for tabulation) in the h.g.ls.b. !
~O/l = subscnpt for h.g./s.b. no. ..!
~ Y = value of any character under estimation , I
r:y = estimate of population total of the character y for a state/u.t. t :
, I

ifi9 I

i.4.3 Fornlulae for estimation
if
,Rural .
~,

11) For sample 1 for all the states/u.t.'s except for J & K, Arunachal Pradesh & Ncobar district, ~daman & Nicobar Islands, the foanula is as follows:

~
, "

~ 1..- , 1' ~,... I rrmo "'"
t y= l.L~ L -[H'!iE ~(»;+(Dti-l).&!~u:l
~ 7lrt '-, J;i /7.1io L- I 11.111 L- It srI-, A- A-
l'

) For sample 2 for all the states/u.t's including sample 1 for J & K and Nicohar districts of
ldaman & Nicobar Islands but excluding Arunachal Pradesh, the formula is as foiJows:

/II hRo fuil
Zs~ 1 HsiO"\:,,, Hsil~= -L:.., ~- L.cYsiOl + (Dsi-l)- L:..,Ysill]
ns i~1 zsi hsiO ;'=1 hsi! ;'=1

, I
,

) The formula for Arunachal Pradesh is as follows:

! /II hR/I
; A ~Zr~ HsiO"\:,,,
; Y = LI -L:.., -:-- L:.., YsiOl
~' ns 1 hIla L 1" S la aa

':
j,
tUrban
~
fc'

ti The formulae for strata 3 to 6 (i.e. Cl.ass I. towns) of all the stateslu.t's (ex~pting J & K)
~d on sample 1 are exactly the same as gIven In I (A).
1'1

~ The formula for strata 1 & 2 (i.e. Class II to VI towns) for all statesJu.t's (including J & K)
~ also for strata 3 to 6 (i.e.Class I towns) of J & K based on sample 1 are also the same as
~n in I (A) with the only change that Zsti was taken as 'I' for all i.

'The formula for all the states/u.t's (excepting J & K) based on sample 2 2:"e the same as
.:':~ n in I (B). .
c," The formula for J & K based on sample 2 are also the same as given in pa.:.-a 51.4.3(1) (B)

i the only change that Zsi was taken as 'I' for all i.
"

--i
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